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The Wavering EU. The Question of EU Communication
in the Context of the Eurozone Crisis 

Review of EU Communication. A View from Theory and Practice by
Alina Bârgăoanu and Elena Negrea (eds.); București: Comunicare.ro, 
2011, 266 p.

Nowadays, the European Union is facing 
utterly important problems that threaten the 
foundation of the EU construction itself, making 
it waver between reinforcing national identities 
and therefore, the value of borders and state 
sovereignty, and increasing the cohesion among 
member states and their sense of European 
identity, giving thus value and meaning to the 
notion of a true union. In this particular context, 
knowing elementary concepts such as European 
identity, Europeanization, European public 
sphere, euro-skepticism or euro-enthusiasm, EU 
communication proves to be essential in order 
to comprehend the transformational processes 
that EU faces, the challenges, the solutions and 
implicitly, the perspectives for EU’s future. All these aspects are debated in the book 
EU Communication. A View from Theory and Practice.

The volume was elaborated within the project Communicating Europe: strategies 
and policies for increasing EU’s visibility among member states, funded by the European 
Commission through the 2007-2013 Lifelong Learning Programme, action Jean 
Monnet European Teaching Modules, implemented by the College of Communication 
and Public Relations within the National School of Political Studies and Public 
Administration. It consists of nine chapters that emphasize issues regarding EU 
communication, European identity, Europeanization, public sphere, European public 
sphere, Europeanized national public sphere or parochial public sphere, integrating 
the role of media in determining these differentiations. During these difficult times 
– characterized by the challenges brought about by the euro crisis, by the lack of 
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democratic deficit and legitimacy of EU decisions, by the failure of the feeling of 
solidarity at EU level and failure of appropriating a unitary European identity, by 
the increase of euro-skepticism –, EU communication might become the savior of 
the whole European construction. Moreover, creating a European public sphere and 
overcoming the euro crisis might also be crucial factors in making the European 
project still wished for and possible. Reinforcing solidarity is a must that can be 
achieved, among other things, through public communication. This can consolidate 
the sense of European identity among citizens, increase optimism regarding the EU 
project and determine member states to engage more in creating a common path 
and in accepting the outcomes of the proposed measures. However, this implies 
measures accepted by all member states, not imposed by the “selected few” to a 
group of mere followers. Otherwise, the national and the individual interests will 
prevail at the expense of EU interests. The long road from euro-skepticism to euro-
optimism, from national public spheres to European public sphere, from national 
identity to European identity, from nation state to a new form of supranational 
governance structure implies EU communication. The volume reviewed offers plenty 
of answers and enlightening perspectives on these problems. 

The introduction – “EU Communication in Crisis” – written by the two editors 
of the book is premised on the idea that the tough times that confront the European 
Union may lead one into the idea that EU communication, the EU public sphere, 
EU legitimacy, the democratic and communication deficit are somewhat secondary 
issues, of not downward insignificant. Concerns for closing the “gap” between the 
Union and its citizens, or for synchronizing public communication within the EU 
appear to be less of a priority. Yet a more thorough analysis reveals that the issues 
related to the EU communication, the EU public sphere, the European identity, 
the democratic deficit, and the legitimacy of the European construction have been 
risen visibly and even dramatically along the turning-points of the EU history: the 
emergence of the single market, the introduction of the euro, the participation in the 
second war in Iraq, and recently, the outbreak of the euro crisis. The introduction to 
the volume makes the point that EU communication is still vital for the sustainability 
of the whole construction and brings forth some arguments in favour of this idea. 
The most prominent argument has to do with the fact that communication is the 
key in building EU solidarity, in creating a feeling of belonging without which EU 
is relegated to a mere geographical space, with no internal strength and no external 
(global) relevance.

The volume begins with an intriguing chapter “Europe at a crossroads”, in which 
Paul Dobrescu introduces the reader in the general context of EU’s challenges, with 
an emphasis on systematizing the causes that have led to the euro crisis and revealing 
its regional and global consequences. Moreover, the author provides explanations 
for the present European economic, political and social situation, underlines the 
responses of EU to its financial crisis and implicitly, to the euro crisis and analyzes 
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them in the context of the measures undertaken by US and China in order to deal 
with the global crisis. Germany has its special role in this analysis as it is the power 
that has the strength to save the European project – at least in financial terms –, so 
its actions are correlated with prospects for the future of the union.

The necessity of European communication increases in such a context and therefore 
an introduction in this area came naturally in this volume. Loredana Radu takes the 
challenge and analyses the evolution of the European communication, examining its 
milestones in correlation with the history of the European integration. Thus, the EU 
information policy, the Euro-barometers as a step in discovering the European public, 
the adaptation of the Treaty of Maastricht, the rejection of a common Constitution 
within referenda influenced the process of communication at a European level. 
Furthermore, the author emphasizes that the process of communication may take 
two contradictory directions in the current context: either it contributes to creating 
a foundation and then consolidating a European public sphere, or it results in an 
absolute dissolution of the Euro-sphere, thus strengthening the national public 
spaces. If the EU manages to use the benefits of public communication in creating 
a coherent policy and not disconnected actions in these times of need, it may pass 
the existential test that it is currently undergoing.

In the third chapter, Nicoleta Corbu and Georgiana Udrea examine the issue 
of European identity which, whose uncertainty, imprecision and even existence 
can be put under a question mark. The two authors propose various answers to 
the question “what does it mean to be European?” and tackle the issue of multiple 
European identities. The study underlines the fact that the European identity is 
integrated and coexists with the already existent national identities rather than 
being an individual entity, given the fact that changing or replacing deeply rooted 
national identities is something hard to achieve. Additionally, the consolidation of 
a European identity requires time and a positive perception regarding the future 
of the European integration, communication having an important role in the whole 
process.

The fourth chapter is built around the central concept of the public sphere along 
with its multiple structural transformations. Loredana Radu underlines both the 
American (J. Dewey, W. Lippmann) and the European (J. Habermas, H. Arendt) 
intellectual roots of this widely encompassing concept, trying to identify the 
commonalities and differences between these two traditions and their relevance 
for the concept of the EU sphere. The process of Europeanization of the public 
sphere has to overcome problems as fragmentation at the level of member states, 
inefficient implementation of communication policies, prevalence of the economic 
considerations in the process of EU integration at the expense of political ones, and 
the lack of a coherent communicative framework.

Alina Bârgăoanu and Flavia Durach make an analysis of the current situation of 
the Romanian public sphere in the context of a highly publicized decision announced 
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by the French and German ministers of Internal Affairs to postpone Romania’s 
accession to the Schengen area of free movement (December 2010). The research 
carried out on the media coverage of this topic immediately after the decision was 
announced (end of December 2010 – end of January 2011) was meant to identify the 
degree to which the process of Europeanization made a difference on the Romanian 
public sphere in terms of relevance of topics discussed, the profile of the public ac-
tors, the frames under which the specific, Schengen-related topics are debated. The 
quantitative and qualitative analysis of the media coverage of the Schengen topic 
revealed the feebleness of the Europeanization process as far as the Romanian pub-
lic sphere is concerned, justifying the verdict that we deal with a parochial public 
sphere, using the famous typology introduced by R. Koopmans and B. Pfetsch and 
further developed by M. Brüggemann and K. Von Königslöw (2007).

Mădălina Boţan dwells on the same problem of the coverage of the Schengen 
topic – this time in the context of EU publications. The research is premised on the 
idea that media frames influence the representations of the EU construct and have 
the potential to create the basis for the emergence of a European public sphere and a 
European identity. The research shows how publications from France, Germany, UK, 
Hungary and Bulgaria framed the Schengen topic and revealed the different stances: 
insinuating, critical, reserved or oscillating between dichotomous perspectives.

The topic of Romania’s accession to the Schengen area is also a source of a study 
on euro-skepticism, the topic of the seventh chapter authored by Elena Negrea. The 
author underlines the trends characterizing this rising phenomenon all over Europe. 
According to the research results, the Schengen issue was a source of amplifying 
euro-skepticism among Romanians, the popular perceptions in this case being 
determined by the assessment of integration in terms of costs and benefits. The 
author goes thoroughly into the subject of euro-skepticism by presenting its various 
types determined by factors such as utilitarianism, identity factors, distrust in the 
functioning of supra-national institutions and lack of the cultural and historical 
validity of the European model.

An important part of the EU communication efforts – in Romania, at least, consists 
of promoting the EU policies and the corresponding funds. In this context, Adina 
Marincea approaches this topic in the eighth chapter and analyses the media frames 
used in national online publications to cover the topic of EU funds. Consistent with 
previous results obtained in researching the same topic, the current research shows 
that national media give the impression of a parochial public sphere, excessively 
focused on national perspectives. Official EU decisions are reported and debated, 
but in a purely national perspective, largely disconnected from any EU concerns.

The last chapter tackles the role of the Regional and Cohesion EU Policy in 
the Europeanization of Romanian institutions and society along with emphasizing 
the concept of Europeanization, its types and mechanisms. Roxana Dascălu also 
focuses on revealing how the recommendation of EU Commission of using the 
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Project Cycle Management method in planning EU funded projects is taken over 
and integrated into Romanian practices of dealing with EU-funded projects. The 
adequate implementation of EU policies plays a fundamental role in carrying out the 
Europeanization process, communication contributing to the success of the process 
overall.

The volume proves to be a veritable guide to understanding the current challenges 
that the European project is facing and the role of EU communication in building 
solidarity and giving meaning to what the EU is all about. It includes essential pieces 
of research into the Romanian realities – rising euro-skepticism, interconnectedness 
between the Romanian public sphere and other public spheres in the EU, the 
crystallization of an EU identity among the Romanian citizens, the coverage of 
EU policies in the Romanian media. It is also a strong foundation on which to 
carry out further research that should emphasize the depth of the transformations 
that occur in political, social, economic, cultural and identity dimensions all over 
Europe and in Romania, in particular. The contributors to this volume are professors, 
researchers, and doctoral students at the National School of Political Studies and 
Public Administration (Bucharest, Romania), with a strong research record in the 
field of EU communication, EU public sphere, EU identity and euro-skepticism.
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